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ABSTRACT: Power generated by large scale photovoltaic power plants with Multilevel cascaded H-bridge converters 

are the most encouraging candidates by their marvellous characteristics like low switching losses and the efficiency of 

the conversion is very high with their modular structure; this type of characteristics are most suitable for the next 

generations photovoltaic power plants. It will allow direct connection between converter and medium distribution 

network without any intermediate very large power transformer. However, irradiance level and temperatures on the 
panels will affects the generation of the power in three phase. Imbalance of power will creates unexpected problems on 

the grid connected distribution networks. To deal with power imbalance problems zero sequence voltages are injected 

on converter output voltage in controller by summation of both voltages the currents on grid side are redistributed. But 

still when the irradiance and temperature on the solar panel connected in each phase are in different areas creates more 

imbalance between three phases then zero sequence injection will fail to redistribute the currents among the 3-phases. 

This paper proposes that an auxiliary back to back converter added to normal topology, then this auxiliary the BTB 

converter will connected between the multilevel converter and distribution network will convert unbalance power to the 

balance power. Results are obtained are tabulated by simulation this type of topology with 6.6KV, 10MW 3-phase 

7level cascaded H-bridge and 2-level back to back auxiliary converter in MATLAB are taken and verified under severe 

imbalance. 

 

KEYWORDS: zero sequence injection, Multilevel cascaded H-bridge inverter, Auxiliary back to back converter, 
Isolated DC-DC converters, Fundamental frequency zero-sequence injection (FFZSI). 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Due to tremendous growth of power demand, the world is seeing the different ways of generating the power in that 

process centralized large-scale photovoltaic plants are increasing exponentially worldwide than the small scale 

photovoltaic (PV) power plants due its operation is very close to the conventional one and it is very economical to 

produce the power [1]-[3]. In studies of evaluation in CHB for PV plants explains that multilevel CHB converter 

Levelized Cost Of Energy (LCOE) is reduced is compared with state-of-the-art 2-level converters [12]. In all available 

topologies in the inverter Cascaded high power multilevel H-bridge inverters using in to large scale centralized 

photovoltaic plants because of their marvellous characteristics like lower switching losses, higher conversion power 

efficiency and power rating [6], [7] is high than compare to 2-level inverters with these reasons the researchers in this 
area around the world exploring their characteristics to achieve the more generation of power form it. Additionally to 

several merits cascaded h-bridge multilevel inverter can direct connected to medium distribution network without any 

isolation with high and bulky line frequency transformer, because galvanic isolation provide by transformer in the 

isolated dc-dc converter [6]. In this topology, more number of dc links presented and operated independently connected 

with the isolated dc-dc converter, so there will be raises of main problems which is caused by the nature, generally 

large scale PV plants occupies very large area then their will stochastically changes in climate there will be a non-

uniform solar irradiance levels and the temperature on PV modules which are presented in different phases. Thus power 

imbalance is created between the 3 phase CHB and grid is not acceptable. However, if CHB is not able to meet the grid 

codes [20] CHB converters is disconnected from the grid, thus there will be totally wasted of power. The problem is 

mainly divided into two categories: 1) the inter-phase (clustered) power imbalance, occurs between the 3 phases when 

the power in the each phases is generated unequally; and 2) inter-bridge (individual) power imbalance, this is when the 

power in each H-bridges which are connected to one leg in any of 3-phase generates different amount of power [15], 
[16]. The main objective of this paper is to simulate and verify proposed method that which is connect the auxiliary 

back-to-back converter is more superior to deal with the clustered power imbalance problem of 7-level cascaded H-
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bridge converters which are connected to large-scale PV power plants. This is compared with the conventional solution 

FFZSI is the voltage vo that will added with CHB references sine wave. This will gives us redistributed of currents 
among the three phases on the basis of instantaneous power theory [17]. Even through it is a simple implementation 

this type of injection is clearly explains physically it not a best option to use it will be very less economical with 

increasing with no. of CHB and also if severity increases this method will completely fails [5]. The proposed auxiliary 

back-to-back method offer best utilization of voltages on dc-side, and able to rebalance the current on the grid side and 

total amount of power is available at PV side is able to transfer the grid side by adding the currents from the auxiliary 

back to back converter and 7-level multilevel inverter. The method proposed in this paper are able to generate three-

phase currents which are ready to add unbalance on converter currents under very severe imbalance in the power in 

three phases. 

II.SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

Fig.1 shows the schematic figure of grid connected 10MW 6.6KV centralized large scale photovoltaic system 

connected by cascaded H-bridge inverter through isolated DC-DC converter integration with auxiliary back to back 

voltage source converter, used for implementing/simulating the proposed scheme in MATLAB/simulink environment 

using simpower system block sets. The schematic design and equations involved for development criteria of the entire 

system components such as solar photovoltaic generation, Isolated DC-DC boost converter, vdc voltage at dc-link 

capacitor and the interfacing inductor for ripple filter are described below [10]-[11]. In initially the PV power is 

converted into the AC using high frequency inverter which is 10 times the nominal frequency and it is stepped up and 

converted with rectifier to maintain the voltages and dc-link where single H-bridges is connected. The MPPT and 

Voltage orient controllers [20 21] to transfer the maximum power form the PV strings [10] vdc regulated respectively. 

 
Fig.1 Grid connected Three-phase seven-level cascaded H-bridge inverter with parallel connected Auxiliary 

back to back converter. 

 

A. Design of the large scale Photovoltaic generation: 

The large scale centralized photovoltaic power generating system is designed for a 10MW peak power 

capacity. In each H-bridge is connected with the 1.11MW so that their will 9 H-bridges 3 in each phase. So that 

accordingly to design considerations 33 modules in series 311 modules in parallel, one solar module consists of 36 cells 

in series. Each cell has an open circuit voltage (Voc) 0.6139 V and short circuit current (Isc) of 3.9A with maximum 

power of (Pmax) 65watts 

 

B. Design of Isolated DC-DC Converter: 
 The Isolated DC-DC boost converter is shown in [4] Fig.1. The voltage from PV string is first inverted and 

stepped up and again rectified, by using each isolated dc-dc converter obtained the voltage at dc link vdc will be 2200V. 

Where N1, N2 are the no of turn in transformer, D is duty ratio for the inverter which is used to maintain for the 

maximum power, vd is the output voltage across the inverter in isolated dc-dc converter The design parameters vdc of 

the isolated dc-dc converter are given as. 

 𝑣𝑑𝑐𝑛 =
𝑣𝑑∗2∗𝑁2∗𝐷

𝑁1
                                                          ..1 
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C. Selection of DC link Capacitor: 
 The output capacitor cdc for this Isolated DC-DC converter shown in Fig.1 is given as.  

 𝑐𝑑𝑐𝑛
𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑐𝑛

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑖𝑑𝑐𝑖𝑛 − 𝑖𝑑𝑐𝑛                                 ..2 

Where, cdcnis capacitor in dc link, n is the no of h-bridge, idcin is current that leaves form the isolated dc-dc converter 

and idcn. 
 

D. Selection of interfacing Inductor: 

 Design of filtering inductor Lf is defined as, 

𝐿𝑓 =
2∗𝜋∗𝑓∗𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑚

𝑉𝑔
2                                                                ..3 

Where, Pnom is nominal power of photovoltaic, Vg(rms) is the grid voltage. 

III REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY ZERO SEQUENCE INJECTION 

𝑣0 = √2𝑉0 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜃)                                                        ..4 

 𝑉0 =
√6∆

3(𝜆𝑎 + 𝜆𝑏 + 𝜆𝑐 )
𝑉𝑔                                                      ..5 

In Eq.4 the rms value v0 of the FFZSI is added to the converter output voltage to rebalance the currents which are 

unequally generated by the CHB and the θ is the phase angle, ω=2*π*frequency, λa, λb, λc are the power imbalance 

ration is defined by the power generated in each phase to the one third of the total three phase nominal power. The rms 

v0 is expected to be increases with increases in power imbalance [5],[6]. In other hand any other voltage sources 

converter voltage are determined by dc link voltages vdc if the vo is increases and it is added to CHB voltages will turns 

converter into over-modulated region. With this over-moduation of converter output voltage the current will also goes 

to saturation state which will increase in total harmonic distortion which is not acceptable. 

IV.AUXILIARY BACK TO BACK CONVERTERS 

The auxiliary back to back converters show in Fig.2 are used in this topology so that the output currents form the 7level 

cascaded H-bridge inverter are unequal which is highly not acceptable by the grid, this back to back converter consist 

of the rectifier and inverter which is connected back to back the common dc link, [9] initially when the balanced 

currents are generated in the each phase then this back to back converter are isolated from the grid when the only 
imbalance is created by the pv modules then initially 7 level h-bridge converters transfers power form PV side [8] to 

grid but the current icabc in the 3 phases are unequal at this time the back to back converters will come in to active part 

with h-bridge inverters so that output currents ibabc from the back to back converter will be in the way that when it 

added to left part of the currents ilabcas shown in the eq.4 grid currents will in balanced and the equal. 

                                               𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑏𝑐 = 𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑐 + 𝑖𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑐                                                          ..6 

 

Fig 2: Back to Back voltage source converter 

Fig.2 contains the 2 three level diode-clamped igbt converter connected back to back with intermediate dc-link is which 

is one act as the rectifier and another inverter auxiliary dc-link voltage vadcdivide in three different levels by connecting 

the bulk capacitors in series, C1= C2=C/2between them consider as the neutral point. The output voltages from the 

inverter Van, Vbn, Vcn has a three states: Van = Vdc /2, 0, –Vdc /2 [22].  

The output voltage at inverter in the btb converter is given Van = (Vdc /2), then switches in upper side S11 and S21 need 

to be turned ‘ON’. For Van=(–Vdc /2) then the switches in lower side S’ 11 and S’ 21 need to be turned ‘ON’; and for 

the Van=0 either pair (S21, S’ 11) needed to be turned ‘ON. 
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V.CONTORL IMPLEMNTANTION 

In fig-3 illustrates the implementation of that voltage orient control of cascaded H-bridge converter and auxiliary back 
to back converter the topology consist of 7-level H-bridge inverter, 3-level three phase diode clamped igbt bridge 

rectifier and inverter which is connected parallel to grid, and last isolated dc-dc converter. The maximum power point 

tracking (mmpt) is implemented on the isolated dc dc inverter, the voltage Vpv will maximum voltage at maximum 

power form the PV string. This voltage is stepped up through a transformer and rectified to keep readily available 

across the dc-link. A decoupled current control figb obtains voltage across the dc link and compared with the constant 

to set the direct axis reference current to generate the reference sine wave for pwm.  

 
 

Fig.3 Control implementation. (a) VOC of the CHB converter; (b) obtaining the current references; (c) MPPT  

regulation of the dc–dc converter 

Control of Proposed System: 

In Fig.4 illustrates that it generate the references voltage from the power generation ratios in each phase to the rectifier 
and inverter in the auxiliary back to back converter, Pa, Pb, Pc are the total individual power which are generated in each 

phase divide by nominal power of each phase. The ratios are subtracted from the total power, among them maximum 

value is chosen for the reference voltage and it is given to the decoupled current controller to get direct axis reference 

current to generate a sine wave signal for the rectifier and the current generated form the inverter in BTB converter will 

calculated form the actual power generated from the each phase in CHB by taking the sum of power in all phases then 

the one third of the summation must be the final grid currents. By comparing the power in all phase with one third of 

the summation power will leaves the information of the amount of power should generated form back to back 

converter. The dc link in auxiliary back to back converter is maintain Vbdc in fig is equal to 13200V then the capacitor 

and filtering inductors values will be c1=c2=c/2=20mf and 10mH respectively. The references is generated to meet the 

currents on the grid side must be balance. As from the Eq.6 is the grid connected currents is equal to the sum of the 

currents back to back voltage source converter and the remaining amount of currents after the back to back converter is 

consumed. 

 
Fig.4 control scheme of proposed systems for generating the voltage references for direct axis current 
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VI.SIMULATION AND ITS RESULTS 

A 6.6KV 10MW three-phase seven-level CHB of power converter was simulated to find out the feasibility of the 
proposed method using MATLAB/SIMULINK. This is studied in three cases results obtained and tabulated in Table I 

and Table II shows the imbalance ratio is equal to negative sequence divide by positive sequence[19] and THD. 

Case A (a=1, b=1, c=1) 

Irradiance on the PV modules are 1000 W/m2 in Fig.5 shows case A, 3- phase, 7-level CHB inverter voltages 

va,vb,vcand iga, igb, igcare gridcurrents maintains symmetrical and balanced and total harmonic distortion listed in table 1. 

 
                                         5(a)                                                                                       5(b) 

Fig.5. (a)Balaced 3-ph 7-level H-bridge inverter voltagesva, vb, vc; (b)Balanced grid currentsiga,igb,igc 

Case B (a=0.80, b=1, c=1) 
In phase a falls from 1000W/m2 to 800W/m2 with loss of 20% in peak power, in b and c phasesare maintain 

same1000W/m2 Fig.6(a)&(b) shows unregulated, both voltage and currents become asymmetrical it leads to 

 
                                            6(a)                                                                                   6(b) 

Fig.6 Unregulated with case B, a) 3-ph 7-level CHB converter voltages va, vb, vc and b) grid currents iga,igb,ig 

 

 
                                              7(a)                                                                                   7(b) 

Fig.7 Regulated with FFZSI case B, a) 7-level CHB converter voltages va, vb, vc and b) grid currents iga,igb,ig 

 

 
      8(a)                                                                                   8(b) 

                 
                                      8(c)                                                                                         8(d) 

Fig.8 (a)&(b) 3-ph 7-level CHB converter voltages va, vb, vc and currents ica, icb, icc ;8(c) BTB converter currents 

iaa, ibb, ibc  ;8(d) Remaining currents ila, ilb, ilc after the BTB consumed. 
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disconnection of CHB form the grid.Fig.7(a) CHB voltages and 7(b) grid currentsregulated with FFZSI by reducing the 
20% of the peak power in phase b & c. Fig8(a)&(b) 3-ph 7level CHB voltages vabc and currents icabc Fig 8(c) is the 

currents iaabc from BTB converter Fig.8(d) are the currents ilabc left after the consumed by the BTB converter and the 

finally the 8(e) is the final current which is connected to the grid igabcis the summation of the ilabc and iaabc THD and 

power of both methods are listed in the TableI. 

 
                                          8(e)                                                                                          9(a) 

 
                                             9(b)                                                                                      10(a) 

Fig. 8(e) Final grid currents iga, igb, igc in case B; Fig.9 FFZSI regulated with case c 9(a)and9(b) 3-ph 7-level CHB 

voltages va, vb, vc and grid currents iga,igb,igc; Fig.10(a) 3-ph 7-level CHB converter voltages va, vb, vc. 

Case C (a=0.6, b=1, c=1) 
In this the irradiance levels on the PV modules of phase a, drops to 600 W/m2 with loss of40% of peak power in phase 
a in b&c phases remains 1000W/m2 same in Fig 9(a) and 9(b) shows CHB voltages va, vb, vc and grid currentsiga, igb, igc 

in per unit system respectively with FFZSI which is unable to rebalance the grid currents in severe imbalance. In Fig.10 

results with the connection of the parallel Auxiliary BTB converter 10(a) and 10(b) are 3ph 7-level CHB voltage and 

current in per unit shows that total PV generation in all phases individually with converted by 3ph 7-level CHB 

inverter, but the current in the phase a is less then phase b and c at output of the CHB auxiliary back to back voltage 

sources converter both outputs connected to grid parallel. In Fig.10(c) 3ph per unit currents iaa, ibb, ibc from auxiliary 

BTB converter which will connected to grid therefore, ilabc which is shown in the Fig. 10(d) currents after the BTB 

converter consumed both ilabcand ibabc are connected to bus to form final grid currents igabc in fig.10(e), which satisfies 

Eq.6 by verifying the total generated powers by PV systems in each phase seems that in phase a is 42.3% less than the 

b and c phases same is reflected on the output of CHB converter, BTB voltage source converter act like a load to 

equalizes the currents to connects the grid. The powers in each phase in each cases are tabulated in Table I. 

 
                                          10(b)                                                                                         10(c) 

 
                                          10(d)                                                                                         10(e) 

Fig.10 Results with Parallel connection of BTB voltage source converter 10(b) 3-ph 7level CHB currents; 10(C) 

BTB converter currents; 10(d) Remaining currents ila, ilb, ilcafter the BTB consumed;10(e) Final grid currents 

iga, igb, igc in case C. 
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Table I Power in different phases in all cases 

 Total power in  

Phase A 

Total power in  

Phase B 

Total power 

 Phase C 

Case A PV GENERATION 3.505×106 3.505×106 3.505×106 

7-LEVEL CHB 3.49×106 3.497×106 3.496×106 

Case B PV GENERATION 2.756×106 3.505×106 3.505×106 

7-LEVEL CHB 2.75×106 3.497×106 3.496×106 

FFZSI 2.722×106 2.720×106 2.721×106 

BTB CONVERTER 3.175×106 3.179×106 3.174×106 

Case C PV GENERATION 2.017×106 3.505×106 3.505×106 

7-LEVEL CHB 2.014×106 3.497×106 3.496×106 

FFZSI 2.014×106 3.496×106 3.497×106 

BTB CONVERTER 2.932×106 2.945×106 2.935×106 

 

Table II Total harmonic distortion and Imbalance 

Methods Ratio of  Imbalance 

currents in (%) 

THD 

iga(%) 

THD 

igb(%) 

THD 

igc(%) 

Normal conditions in case A 0% 0.60% 0.59% 0.57% 

Imbalance conditions in case B NA 11.38% 9.78% 9.67% 

FFZSI in case B 0.03% 0.68% 0.68% 0.69% 

BTB converter in case B 0.01% 1.13% 1.19% 1.17% 

FFZSI in case C NA 15.76% 6.94% 6.89% 

BTB converter in case C 0.02% 1.24% 1.34% 1.32% 

 

VII.CONCLUSION 

In this section results obtained by simulating the 3-phase 7-level cascaded H-bridge inverter with auxiliary back to back 

converter simulation results are seen and verify with conventional zero sequence injection that is fundamental 

frequency zero sequence injection (FFZSI) is achieved when the imbalance is low up to 20% of the peak power but it is 

failed to transfer the total power generated by the PV strings. By creating the more than 20% imbalances the grid 

currents and converter voltages goes to saturation in very severe conditions. All the powers in different stages are 

shown in Table I. But by adding the auxiliary back to back converter to the main h-bridge inverter it converts acts as 
load when the imbalance is created, by adding the output currents ibabc at the end of back to back converter with the 

remaining currents ilabc will equal to final grid currents igabc.The THD are also show in the Table II.Simulation results 

have been provided here to validate the feasibility and superiority of the proposed method. 
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